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Information Systems: Achieving Success by Avoiding FailureJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Despite people’s best efforts information systems are particularly prone to failure. Some systems never materialize, others appear late and/or over budget and those that are implemented often fail to deliver the promised levels of performance. The consequences of these failures affect people throughout the organization concerned and beyond,...
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Visual Perception and Robotic Manipulation: 3D Object Recognition, Tracking and Hand-Eye CoordinationSpringer, 2006
As autonomous robots expand into the service domain, new solutions to the challenge of operating in domestic environments must be developed. Widespread adoption of service robots demands high robustness to environmental change and operational wear, and minimal reliance on application specific knowledge. As such, rich sensing modalities such as...
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Osteoporosis: A Guide for CliniciansLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2007

As the population ages, the prevalence of osteoporosis is increasing worldwide. Care of osteoporotic patients is in the hands of endocrinologists, rheumatologists, geriatricians, primary care physicians, and even physician assistants and nurse...
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Windows System Programming (4th Edition) (Addison-Wesley Microsoft Technology Series)Addison Wesley, 2010
“If you’re writing a native Win32 program or just want to know what the OS is really doing underneath, you need John’s book. He covers the stuff that real systems programmers absolutely must know. Recommended.” 

–Chris Sells, Microsoft Corporation
...
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C++ How to Program (8th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2011

	Welcome to the C++ computer programming language and C++ How to Program, Eighth
	Edition! This book presents leading-edge computing technologies, and is particularly appropriate
	for inroductory course sequences based on the curriculum recommendations of
	two key professional organizations—the ACM and the IEEE.


	The new...
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Finite-Time Stability and Control (Lecture Notes in Control and Information Sciences)Springer, 2013

	Finite-time stability (FTS) is a more practical concept than classical Lyapunov stability, useful for checking whether the state trajectories of a system remain within pre-specified bounds over a finite time interval. In a linear systems framework, FTS problems can be cast as convex optimization problems and solved by the use of effective...
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Java in Two Semesters: Featuring JavaFX (Texts in Computer Science)Springer, 2019

	
		This easy-to-follow textbook teaches Java programming from first principles, as well as covering design and testing methodologies. The text is divided into two parts. Each part supports a one-semester module, the first part addressing fundamental programming concepts, and the second part building on this foundation, teaching the...
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GIScience Teaching and Learning Perspectives (Advances in Geographic Information Science)Springer, 2019

	This volume uniquely links educational theories and the practice of GIScience in higher education contexts to guide classroom practice, present effective practical implementations from peers, and provide resources and strategies for effective teaching methods. The book offers a comprehensive exploration of GIScience education, including...
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Building the Bridge As You Walk On It: A Guide for Leading ChangeJossey-Bass, 2004
Dare to become a leader who inspires others
"Quinn’s work captures a crucial truth about great leadership–that it is about who we are and not what we do. In facing our fears and harnessing our uniqueness, we bring forth the capacity for inspired leadership and for enduring change. Robert Quinn is a gifted storyteller. This is...
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Electronics For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005

	Begin having fun with electronics projects right away


	Explore the basic concepts of electronics, build your electronics workbench, and create cool projects


	Wish you could fix that faulty doorbell, hook up a motion detector, or maybe build your very own robot? This book will really get you charged up! It won't make...
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Beginning ASP DatabasesWrox Press, 1999
As a tutorial, Beginning ASP Databases offers an entry point to one of the most crucial aspects of Microsoft-oriented Web development--database integration with Active Server Pages. In Beginning ASP Databases, a trio of authors covers the basics of working with databases from ASP--especially using ActiveX Database Objects (ADO)....
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Character Animation in 3D, : Use traditional drawing techniques to produce stunning CGI animationFocal Press, 2004
Finally! A forthright approach to a complex art form. An inspired text that fuses an essential understanding of fundamental traditional methods and technology.
Rita Osei, Animation & Graphics Producer, Cartoon Network, Boomerang, Toonami

It was surely a matter of time before a publication like this emerged. An understanding of...
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